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Abstract : T his fourth edition of Fran Baum's T he New Public Health is the m
comprehensive book available on the new public health. It offers readers the
to gain a sense of the scope of the new public health visions, and combines
and practical material to assist with understanding the social and economic d
of health. Based on the premise of previous editions that the new public hea
chance of greatly improved equity by raising health world health standards,
edition has been fully revised to reflect recent changes in the theory and pra

new public health. T he book is written primarily for public health and primary
workers, health and environment planners and those people who are intere
creating communities that maximise health for people and the environment.
undertaking health and public health degrees will also benefit from reading t
comprehensive book for its currency, breadth of scope, and coverage of the
important health and environmental challenges facing humanity and health p
from a range of practice fields.
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